
Jabra Elite Sport Datasheet

Jabra Elite Sport
The most technically advanced true wireless sports earbuds* 

Superior sound for calls and music
Jabra Elite Sport wireless earbuds feature superior sound quality 
for music and calls, and advanced wireless connectivity to ensure 
true performance.  Independently proven to deliver the best  
call quality of any true wireless product using four-microphone 
call technology. Our intuitive cord-free design includes two 
microphones in each bud that work together to filter out 
background noise, ensuring that only your voice is heard clearly 
and that there’s no distraction from your environment.  

All-day power
Now with a battery that delivers 4.5 hours of play time, coupled 
with a portable charging case you have a total 13.5 hours of 
power at your disposal.

All-day comfort and secure fit
Superior comfort and an always-reliable secure fit is delivered by 
customizable fitting options that enable all-day use and improve 
the quality of your sound experience. You can achieve a secure fit 
no matter how vigorous your workout is, and you have the option 
to wear one or both buds depending on your activity. 

Advanced personalized fitness analysis
The in-ear precision heart rate monitor works with our integrated 
Jabra Sport Life app to track and analyze your fitness, as well as 
provide personalized audio coaching. Whether you’re a seasoned 
athlete or just trying to get fitter, you can train smarter, not 
harder, with Jabra Elite Sport and our fitness app. Monitor your 
absolute fitness level, have your reps counted automatically, 
predict your race pace and finish time, and get recovery tips to 
avoid over training. And now, with adjustable EQ profiles and 
settings, you can use the app to personalize your music settings. 

Durability
Jabra Elite Sport is waterproof and comes with a 3-year warranty 
against sweat damage (registration required).

Reasons to choose 
Jabra Elite Sport True Wireless Earbuds 

 
• Superior sound for calls and music. Four in-ear microphones
• All-day power. Enjoy up to 13.5 hours of battery life
• All-day comfort and a secure fit. Customizable fitting options 
•  Advanced heart rate monitor. In-ear precision for optimized 

workouts
• Personalize your sound. EQ profiles and settings
• Durability, guaranteed. 3-year warranty against sweat

 

Jabra.com/elitesport

*July 7, 2016. See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims



Jabra Elite Sport Quick Start Guide

Features and Specifications

• Secure cord-free fit with one or both earbuds
• Advanced personalised fitness analysis using in-ear heart rate monitor
• 4.5 hours music/talk time per charge
• 2 recharges on-the-go from the portable carry case
• Waterproof earbuds (IP67 rated), splash-proof charging case (IP54 rated) 
• Compatible with Apple iOS and Android smartphones

Jabra.com/elitesport
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Select an EarGel or Foam Tip

Select an EarWing
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Insert 
the earbud into 
your ear.

Rotate
the earbud to fit 
snug inside your 
ear canal.

Tuck
the tip of the  
EarWing into the 
ridge of your ear.

2 Insert

Pair your Jabra Elite Sport with your smartphone and  
fire up your favorite song. Check that the sound quality  
is crystal clear and that the bass is deep and powerful.
For optimal performance, try each of the different EarGels,  
Foam Tips and EarWings - a proper seal of the ear canal is essential.

Pair to your phone

3 Sound check

Select Jabra
Elite Sport from  
the Bluetooth list

To connect to  
Jabra Elite...

Hold 3 sec 
to pair
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Recharge on-the-go
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Enjoy up to 13.5 hours on-the-go

Hours
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Recharges
on-the-go

Up to

The charging case recharges your Jabra Elite Sport up to 2 times.

Low battery? 
15 min charge is  
1 hour of music

Tap & Hold controls
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Double-tap for HearThrough

Dual or single earbud (right ear) use

Pay attention to what’s around you and engage in conversation  
without needing to remove Jabra Elite Sport from your ears.
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